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of expressing this feeling which Schachter evokes and, 
as such, this so-named song takes the spirituality, call 
it soulfulness, of the roster of ten songs right to the 
solar plexus of the body of songs gathered here. Tunes 
they are not. Songs they are. And they are strong.

The Moon and the Fisherman and When the Tur-
tle Meets the Ocean are more haunting than humorous 
- nothing at all like Ogden Nash’s whimsical notions. 
Here the sounds are cosmic, especially Walter Simth’s 
sax and Davide Schachter’s guitar which seem just the 
appropriate instrumentation for such mythical mo-
ments. Daniela Schachter’s piano is nothing short of 
celestial in both, especially on The Moon and the Fish-
erman. Oleg Osenkov and Alex Sipiagin, and again, 
Davide Schachter, supply just the right harmonic 
touches on When the Turtle Meets the Ocean — dream 
like renditions all. On a Clear Day is the only stan-
dard in the play list. Aside from the thematic appro-
priateness of the lyric, Schachter shines with her scat 
singing - enhanced by her enchanting accent which 
emphasizes the universality of the jazz impulse. All in 
all I Colori Del Mare is a beautiful collection of songs, 
arrangements, and musicians which offers a broadly, 
boldly colored, sensitively rendered seascape of ideas 
and ideals, a true model of unity and beauty.

Kendrick Scott
THE SOURCE — www.kendrickscott.com. View 
From Above; Mantra; 107 Steps; Search for Noesis; 
Journey; VCB; Memory’s Waivering Echo; View From 
Above (Reprise); The Source; Psalm; Retrospect.
PERSONNEL: Kendrick Scott, drums; Aaron 
Parks, Robert Glasper, piano, Fender Rhodes; 
Gretchen Parlato, vocals; Lionel Louke, Lage Lund, 
Mike Moreno, guitars; Walter Smith III, Seamus 
Blake, tenor saxophones; Myron Walden, alto and 
soprano saxophones, bass clarinet; Derrick Hodge, 
acoustic and electric bass.

By Dave Miele

Kendrick Scott is a musical drummer. He’s 
a musician’s drummer. A composer himself, he’s a 
composer’s drummer. His latest release, The Source,
displays a consistency of compositional approach and 
style that helps Scott find a unique voice. Nearly all 
of the compositions on The Source were composed 
by this drummer/leader. There is not one extended 
drum solo on the CD. The spotlight, of course, is on 
the music instead of the musician. Rather than filling 
the disc with endless displays of percussive prowess, 
Scott stays in the background; he helps lay the foun-
dation of the architecture he’s designed. This atten-
tion to detail and musical altruism pays off in a big 
way. The Source is a CD worth examining.

The absence of drum solos is not the only un-
usual thing about this CD. Scott has clearly found his 
compositional voice with explorations of the ballad 
form. The melodies on this disc, many of which are 

played as ballads, are gentle and earthy. Tunes borrow 
from the styles of modern jazz and Latin to create 
amalgamations of feel. “View From Above” begins 
the program. This is the first of Scott’s ballads and 
makes an impact with its rich melody delivered by sax 
and guitar. The feel morphs into a Latin-tinged 3/4 
and saxophonist Seamus Blake is featured in an ex-
tended solo. The next tune, “Mantra” is set in a funky 
straight 8th note style and features the chordal com-
bination of Robert Glasper on piano, Aaron Parks 
on Fender Rhodes and guitarist Lionel Loueke. The 
three are interesting without sounding busy; never 
bumping into each other. Scott covers Bjork’s “107 
Steps,” using his unorthodox choice as a feature for 
Myron Walden on bass clarinet.

The rest of the disc is comprised entirely of Scott 
originals. “Memory’s Waivering Echo” is another 
bass clarinet feature. “Search for Noesis” is a short 
tune, moody and atmospheric and serves mainly as 
a feature for guitarist Mike Moreno. Another rather 
short track is “VCB,” co-written by Scott and pia-
nist Robert Glasper. Glasper sets up the feel of this 
hypnotically funky tune. “Journey” features vocalist 
Gretchen Parlato, who also co-wrote the tune with 
Scott. The title track is another moody ballad and 
again features the piano/guitar/Rhodes combina-
tion. “Psalm” is a light, Latin-flavored number. The 
disc closes with a final feature for Myron Walden on 
bass clarinet, entitled “Retrospect.”

While most probably not being what you would 
expect from a drummer-led project, The Source is 
by no means an uninteresting CD. There is enough 
added to the consistently soft feel by the lively way in 
which Scott and the musicians engage each other to 
keep the program fresh and entertaining throughout. 
This is a musician’s CD before it is a drummer’s CD, 
as Scott is a musician before he is a drummer.

Ganelin Trio
LIVE AT THE LITHUANIAN NATIONAL 
PHILHARMONY VILNIUS 2005 DVD — 
Nemu Records. www.nemu-records.com. Conversa-
tion I; Conversation II; Homage To Friends.
PERSONNEL: Vyacheslav Ganelin, piano/synthe-
sizer/percussion; Petras Vysniauskas, alto saxophone/
soprano saxophone; Klaus Kugel, drums/percussion.

By Dan Bilawsky

Anybody with an aversion to free jazz and long, 
open-ended musical improvisational developments 
need not read on. If you are still with us, the Ganelin 
Trio Priority’s new DVD might be up your alley. Vy-
acheslav Ganelin, the leader of the group, had a trio 
with the same instrumentation, piano, saxophone and 
drums, in the 1970’s. “Eruptions,” “open structures,” 

and music ranging from “romantic elegy to raging 
fury” characterized the work of this trio. While Wolf 
Kampmann goes on to say that “Ganelin may be less 
missionary and pugnacious” with his new cohorts, 
the earlier statements could easily apply to this trio as 
well. Two very long pieces, clocking in between thirty 
and forty minutes each, and a significantly shorter 
closing piece comprise this DVD. Ganelin, who plays 
piano and percussion, is joined by Petras Vysniauskas 
on saxophones and Klaus Kugel on drums and per-
cussion. The concert, recorded live at the Lithuanian 
National Philharmony Vilnius in 2005, begins with 
a piece called “Conversation I.” Ganelin’s new age-
meets-ECM lines open and close the piece while a 
plethora of other ideas occur in between. Kugel backs 
Ganelin at the start and conclusion with lots of me-
tallic percussion, like cymbals, bowls and finger cym-
bals. After a few minutes, Vysniauskas enters with his 
soprano saxophone and things start to build in inten-
sity and volume. Ganelin goes through some fast, rip-
pling runs down the piano near the ten-minute mark 
and things get rather cacophonous over the follow-
ing minutes. Just when the tension seems to be un-
bearable, the saxophone and drums depart and leave 
Ganelin to cast some darkness over the music with 
some dreary synthesizer and piano work. Vysniaus-
kas switches to alto saxophone and the trio begins to 
build, once again, toward a peak in tension, volume, 
emotion and dissonance. Brief bits of beauty emerge 
with a few minutes remaining in this piece, things get 
stormy one last time, and the original motif returns 
to close the first piece.

Choosing to release a live performance on DVD 
is, likely, a sign that the artist values the visual aspect 
of the performance as being of great importance. This 
performance was filmed with many different camera 
angles and, while the constant movement back and 
forth can be bothersome at times during the first 
piece, it seems to really work well during the last two 
pieces. “Conversation II” begins with a drum and 
percussion dialogue from Ganelin and Kugel. After 
three minutes of bombastic percussive work, Gan-
elin moves to piano and Kugel lays down a slightly 
irregular swing pulse. Things move in a more lyrical 
direction near the ten-minute mark on this piece and 
a steady rhythmic pattern, and a constant emphasis 
on half-step motion, leads into the next section of mu-
sic. The most extreme musical moments of the DVD 
occur when Ganelin starts playing the strings on the 
inside of the piano and starts using small drums at the 
same time. Vysniauskas joins the fray with some fog-
horn-like bellows from his soprano saxophone. Things 
briefly move in a swing direction after twenty minutes 
and then, momentarily, get Monk-ish several min-
utes later. Over the course of ten more minutes we’re 
treated to some great soprano saxophone work with 
gentle piano comping underneath, a return to the per-
cussive dialogue between Ganelin and Kugel, and a 
slightly demented, circus-like synthesizer line toward 
the end of the piece. “Homage To Friends” begins and 
ends with some great, Wayne Shorter-like soprano 
saxophone statements from Vysniauskas and features 
some slightly creepy sounding music in the center of 
the piece. On the whole, melodically, musically and 
structurally, this piece is the highlight of the concert. 
The Ganelin Trio Priority, with this live DVD, has 
produced some eye-opening, surprising and challeng-
ing music for the adventurous listening public.  
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Kendrick Scott
THE SOURCE — www.kendrickscott.com. View 
From Above; Mantra; 107 Steps; Search for Noesis; 
Journey; VCB; Memory’s Waivering Echo; View From 
Above (Reprise); The Source; Psalm; Retrospect.
PERSONNEL: Kendrick Scott, drums; Aaron 
Parks, Robert Glasper, piano, Fender Rhodes; 
Gretchen Parlato, vocals; Lionel Louke, Lage Lund, 
Mike Moreno, guitars; Walter Smith III, Seamus 
Blake, tenor saxophones; Myron Walden, alto and 
soprano saxophones, bass clarinet; Derrick Hodge, 
acoustic and electric bass.

By Dave Miele

Kendrick Scott is a musical drummer. He’s 
a musician’s drummer. A composer himself, he’s a 
composer’s drummer. His latest release, The Source,
displays a consistency of compositional approach and 
style that helps Scott find a unique voice. Nearly all 
of the compositions on The Source were composed 
by this drummer/leader. There is not one extended 
drum solo on the CD. The spotlight, of course, is on 
the music instead of the musician. Rather than filling 
the disc with endless displays of percussive prowess, 
Scott stays in the background; he helps lay the foun-
dation of the architecture he’s designed. This atten-
tion to detail and musical altruism pays off in a big 
way. The Source is a CD worth examining.

The absence of drum solos is not the only un-
usual thing about this CD. Scott has clearly found his 
compositional voice with explorations of the ballad 
form. The melodies on this disc, many of which are 

played as ballads, are gentle and earthy. Tunes borrow 
from the styles of modern jazz and Latin to create 
amalgamations of feel. “View From Above” begins 
the program. This is the first of Scott’s ballads and 
makes an impact with its rich melody delivered by sax 
and guitar. The feel morphs into a Latin-tinged 3/4 
and saxophonist Seamus Blake is featured in an ex-
tended solo. The next tune, “Mantra” is set in a funky 
straight 8th note style and features the chordal com-
bination of Robert Glasper on piano, Aaron Parks 
on Fender Rhodes and guitarist Lionel Loueke. The 
three are interesting without sounding busy; never 
bumping into each other. Scott covers Bjork’s “107 
Steps,” using his unorthodox choice as a feature for 
Myron Walden on bass clarinet.

The rest of the disc is comprised entirely of Scott 
originals. “Memory’s Waivering Echo” is another 
bass clarinet feature. “Search for Noesis” is a short 
tune, moody and atmospheric and serves mainly as 
a feature for guitarist Mike Moreno. Another rather 
short track is “VCB,” co-written by Scott and pia-
nist Robert Glasper. Glasper sets up the feel of this 
hypnotically funky tune. “Journey” features vocalist 
Gretchen Parlato, who also co-wrote the tune with 
Scott. The title track is another moody ballad and 
again features the piano/guitar/Rhodes combina-
tion. “Psalm” is a light, Latin-flavored number. The 
disc closes with a final feature for Myron Walden on 
bass clarinet, entitled “Retrospect.”

While most probably not being what you would 
expect from a drummer-led project, The Source is 
by no means an uninteresting CD. There is enough 
added to the consistently soft feel by the lively way in 
which Scott and the musicians engage each other to 
keep the program fresh and entertaining throughout. 
This is a musician’s CD before it is a drummer’s CD, 
as Scott is a musician before he is a drummer.

Ganelin Trio
LIVE AT THE LITHUANIAN NATIONAL 
PHILHARMONY VILNIUS 2005 DVD — 
Nemu Records. www.nemu-records.com. Conversa-
tion I; Conversation II; Homage To Friends.
PERSONNEL: Vyacheslav Ganelin, piano/synthe-
sizer/percussion; Petras Vysniauskas, alto saxophone/
soprano saxophone; Klaus Kugel, drums/percussion.

By Dan Bilawsky

Anybody with an aversion to free jazz and long, 
open-ended musical improvisational developments 
need not read on. If you are still with us, the Ganelin 
Trio Priority’s new DVD might be up your alley. Vy-
acheslav Ganelin, the leader of the group, had a trio 
with the same instrumentation, piano, saxophone and 
drums, in the 1970’s. “Eruptions,” “open structures,” 

and music ranging from “romantic elegy to raging 
fury” characterized the work of this trio. While Wolf 
Kampmann goes on to say that “Ganelin may be less 
missionary and pugnacious” with his new cohorts, 
the earlier statements could easily apply to this trio as 
well. Two very long pieces, clocking in between thirty 
and forty minutes each, and a significantly shorter 
closing piece comprise this DVD. Ganelin, who plays 
piano and percussion, is joined by Petras Vysniauskas 
on saxophones and Klaus Kugel on drums and per-
cussion. The concert, recorded live at the Lithuanian 
National Philharmony Vilnius in 2005, begins with 
a piece called “Conversation I.” Ganelin’s new age-
meets-ECM lines open and close the piece while a 
plethora of other ideas occur in between. Kugel backs 
Ganelin at the start and conclusion with lots of me-
tallic percussion, like cymbals, bowls and finger cym-
bals. After a few minutes, Vysniauskas enters with his 
soprano saxophone and things start to build in inten-
sity and volume. Ganelin goes through some fast, rip-
pling runs down the piano near the ten-minute mark 
and things get rather cacophonous over the follow-
ing minutes. Just when the tension seems to be un-
bearable, the saxophone and drums depart and leave 
Ganelin to cast some darkness over the music with 
some dreary synthesizer and piano work. Vysniaus-
kas switches to alto saxophone and the trio begins to 
build, once again, toward a peak in tension, volume, 
emotion and dissonance. Brief bits of beauty emerge 
with a few minutes remaining in this piece, things get 
stormy one last time, and the original motif returns 
to close the first piece.

Choosing to release a live performance on DVD 
is, likely, a sign that the artist values the visual aspect 
of the performance as being of great importance. This 
performance was filmed with many different camera 
angles and, while the constant movement back and 
forth can be bothersome at times during the first 
piece, it seems to really work well during the last two 
pieces. “Conversation II” begins with a drum and 
percussion dialogue from Ganelin and Kugel. After 
three minutes of bombastic percussive work, Gan-
elin moves to piano and Kugel lays down a slightly 
irregular swing pulse. Things move in a more lyrical 
direction near the ten-minute mark on this piece and 
a steady rhythmic pattern, and a constant emphasis 
on half-step motion, leads into the next section of mu-
sic. The most extreme musical moments of the DVD 
occur when Ganelin starts playing the strings on the 
inside of the piano and starts using small drums at the 
same time. Vysniauskas joins the fray with some fog-
horn-like bellows from his soprano saxophone. Things 
briefly move in a swing direction after twenty minutes 
and then, momentarily, get Monk-ish several min-
utes later. Over the course of ten more minutes we’re 
treated to some great soprano saxophone work with 
gentle piano comping underneath, a return to the per-
cussive dialogue between Ganelin and Kugel, and a 
slightly demented, circus-like synthesizer line toward 
the end of the piece. “Homage To Friends” begins and 
ends with some great, Wayne Shorter-like soprano 
saxophone statements from Vysniauskas and features 
some slightly creepy sounding music in the center of 
the piece. On the whole, melodically, musically and 
structurally, this piece is the highlight of the concert. 
The Ganelin Trio Priority, with this live DVD, has 
produced some eye-opening, surprising and challeng-
ing music for the adventurous listening public.  

DVD Review


